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Abstract
The Newtonian N -body problem admits uniformly rotating relative equilibrium solutions in
the plane, but not in R3. When the bodies are allowed to interact in R3, is it preferable, in
terms of action, to leave the plane and follow a non-planar trajectory? We use the variational
techniques of Chenciner and Venturelli (Celestial Mech. Dyn. Astro. 77 (2000) 139) to show
that for an open set of masses, there is a class of collision-free, action-minimizing orbits of
certain rotational symmetry in the four-body problem which are non-coplanar, i.e. the planar
relative equilibrium is not the least-action solution among orbits in R3. Both periodic and
quasi-periodic solutions are constructed in this way. We also discuss constructing collision-free
action-minimizing solutions possessing d-rotational symmetry along with various other symmetry
constraints.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Newtonian N -body problem describes a system of N3 point masses interacting
according to Newton’s law of universal gravitation: the force on mass i is
mix¨
i = Fi =
N∑
i =j=0
Gmimj
‖xi − xj‖3 (x
j − xi), 1 iN, (1)
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where xi is its position and G is the gravitational constant which, by proper choice of
units, may be set to be one. A solution of this system of N second-order differential
equations describes the trajectories of the interacting masses as time evolves. The prob-
lem of ﬁnding classes of stable solutions can be approached as a study in Hamiltonian
dynamics, and many such classes of solutions have arose in this way.
However, it was not until recently that the N -body problem has been approached from
a Lagrangian perspective, in which solutions are constructed by minimizing an action
functional over a space of paths. Gordon [9] was the among the ﬁrst to successfully
apply variational calculus to the N -body problem, showing that Keplerian orbits are
action-minimizing; Chenciner and Montgomery subsequently succeeded in constructing
a new, topologically interesting solution for the three-body problem of equal masses
in which all masses travel along a ﬁxed ﬁgure-eight in the plane [6]. A recent work
of Chen et al. [4] has used variational techniques to construct new classes of planar
periodic and quasi-periodic solutions, and Chen [3] has made more reﬁned estimates
in the unequal-mass case.
The difﬁculties with the variational approach are twofold. First, it is not always the
case that the action functional will achieve its inﬁmum. Unless the space of paths used
is restricted, the minimum of the action will be achieved “at inﬁnity” where all bodies
are inﬁnitely separated with zero velocity. This difﬁculty is overcome by imposing
certain symmetries on the path space to make the action functional coercive; it is
then guaranteed to achieve a minimum which will be the desired solution. The second
difﬁculty arises in trying to ensure the minimizing path avoids collisions. Collisions
are instants in the time when the potential energy becomes inﬁnite; yet the action of a
path with collisions may in general remain ﬁnite, so special care needs to be taken to
ensure that the minimizer is a collision-free orbit and hence a genuine solution curve
of the system of differential equations (1).
In the present work we ﬁrst consider a system of N = 4 bodies, all of which
have equal mass mi = 1, 114. Our result will work for open set of masses. We
shall employ the second-variation argument of Chenciner and Venturelli to establish the
existence of a new open family of non-planar solutions to the four-body problem.
The ambient space in which the four bodies will interact shall be R3. For convenience,
we ﬁx the origin of our conﬁguration space to be the center of mass of the system:
X = {x = (x1, . . . , x4) ∈ (R3)4 : x1 + · · · + x4 = 0}.
The conﬁguration space X can be endowed with a so-called mass scalar product x ·
x = ∑4i=1mixi · xi , with · denoting the usual scalar product on R3. Additionally, on
the tangent space of X we deﬁne for vectors x˙ the same scalar product (where we
identify TxXX canonically). Using this, we denote by K the kinetic energy of a
system:
K(x˙) = 1
2
x˙ · x˙ = 1
2
4∑
i=1
mi‖x˙‖2.
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Similarly, the self-potential energy is given by
U(x) =
∑
i<j
mimj
‖xi − xj‖ .
For paths x(t) in the Sobolev space H 1(R,X ) (the space of paths into X which are
square-summable along with their derivative), we deﬁne the Lagrangian of the system
to be
L(x(t)) = K(x˙(t))+ U(x(t))
and the action to be the integral of the Lagrangian:
A(x(t)) =
∫ ∞
−∞
L(x(t)) dt.
Note that A is a functional
A : H 1(R,X ) −→ R+ ∪ {∞}.
Any local extremal of the action functional A that is collision-free is a trajectory of
the four-body problem (1).
The question we consider is the following. We know that when the conﬁguration
space is R2, the action-minimizing periodic solution for this four-body problem is the
relative equilibrium in which the masses lie at the vertices of a square which rotates
around its center of mass. However, when the conﬁguration space is expanded to R3,
is it preferable (i.e. does it decrease the action) for the masses to leave the plane R2,
or is the action of the planar relative equilibrium minimal among paths in space, as it
is in the plane?
Evidently there is a balancing act involved when masses are allowed to leave the
plane. A trajectory which leaves the plane is preferable from the point of view of
the potential, as the increased mutual distances between masses tends to lower the
contribution of potential energy to the action. However, to leave the plane incurs an
increase in kinetic energy, which will increase the action. The question becomes, does
the drop in action due to the potential involved ever outweigh the gain in action due
to the extra kinetic energy?
Chenciner and Venturelli [7] found that in some instances, it is indeed preferable for
the masses to leave the plane, and they constructed orbits which they called “hip-hop”
for the manner in which the four masses left and returned to the plane. However, the
solution they obtained carried rather stringent symmetry requirements: namely, they
required their solution to be periodic with all masses making a full rotation of 2 in
the plane during one period. Our task is to expand their solution into an inﬁnite class
of solutions of the same “hip-hop” type, including both periodic and quasi-periodic
orbits, for an open set of masses. To that end, we prove the following.
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Deﬁnition 1. Let Hd,T be the subspace of H 1(R,X ) given by
Hd,T = {x ∈ H 1(R,X ) : (xi (t + T )) = e2di(xi (t)), 1 i4},
where  : R3 → C is projection onto the xy-plane and 0d1 is a ﬁxed constant.
We say that paths in this space have d-rotational symmetry. Traditionally, the notation
HT = H 1(R/TZ,X ) = H0,T , the space of periodic paths, has been used for construct-
ing periodic solutions; our space contains either periodic or quasi-periodic orbits with
reduced period T , depending on whether d is rational or irrational, respectively. In this
class of paths we are able to prove the following.
Theorem 1 (Main Theorem). Let G ⊂ O(3,R) be the subgroup generated by
g =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1
 ,
which acts on Hd,T according to
(g, x(t)) → (g · x1(t + T/2), g · x2(t + T/2), g · x3(t + T/2), g · x4(t + T/2)).
If 4+
√
2
8 < d
21, the path space HGd,T of invariants of this group action contains
a collision-free, non-coplanar path which minimizes the action functional and is a
trajectory of the four-body problem (1). Indeed, every minimizer is collision-free and
non-coplanar.
By continuity of the Lagrangian action functional as a function of the masses, the
following is an immediate consequence of the above proposition.
Theorem 2. There is an open set of positive masses, containing equal masses, and
an open set of d < 1 such that the action minimizers in HGd,T are collision-free and
non-coplanar.
Using a slightly different group of symmetries on our path space, we state the
following conjecture, suggested by our results and those of [4].
Conjecture 1. Let R1, R2 ⊂ O(3,R) be the subgroups generated by the matrices 1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
 and
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1
 ,
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respectively, which act on Hd,T according to
(g, x(t)) → (g · x1(−t), g · x2(−t), g · x3(−t), g · x4(−t)).
Then for some d < 1, the path spaces HR1d,T and HR2d,T each contain collision-free,
non-coplanar action minimizing paths that are trajectories of the four-body problem.
(Hence there is an open set of positive masses containing equal mass such that the
action minimizers in HGd,T are collision-free and non-coplanar.)
That the minimizers are non-coplanar is still unproved; we are able, however, to
prove the remainder of the conjecture, that the minimizers do not have collisions.
Theorem 3. For any choice of n positive masses, the action-minimizing solutions in
H
R1
d,T and H
R2
d,T are collision-free.
Conjecture 1 contains the additional restriction that its paths begin and end each
period of T in a conﬁguration which is collinear in the R1 case and coplanar in the
R2 case. The path space HR1d,T has been a source of many interesting planar minimizers
which are choreographic solutions to the 2N -body problem (see [4]).
Corollary 4. There is an open set of masses containing equal mass such that the four-
body problem in R3 admits inﬁnitely many periodic and quasi-periodic orbits which
are not coplanar.
Proof. Each path obtained from the main theorem with d ∈ Q is evidently periodic,
and each path obtained with d ∈ Q is quasi-periodic. Indeed, this shows that there are a
countable inﬁnity of periodic “hip-hop” solutions and uncountably many quasi-periodic
“hip-hop” solutions. 
2. The planar relative equilibrium
Among solutions of the N -body problem, the simplest in a geometric sense are the
relative equilibria. These are solutions in which the relative positions of the bodies
remain constant in time, up to a rigid motion of the ambient space.
For the planar N -body problem, relative equilibria arise from central conﬁgurations,
conﬁgurations of the bodies which more generally admit homographic trajectories—
those in which the conﬁguration remains constant in time, up to a rigid motion and
scaling. In a central conﬁguration, the force on each mass points directly toward the
origin (the center of mass) with magnitude proportional to its mass. A conﬁguration
x ∈ X of N masses is said to be a central conﬁguration provided that there is a
constant  such that x satisﬁes the algebraic equation
mixi =
N∑
i =j=0
Gmimj
‖xi − xj‖ (x
j − xi), 1 iN.
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Equivalently, central conﬁgurations can be realized as critical points of the rescaled
potential function U˜ = rU—in other words, as critical points of the potential function
among conﬁgurations with identical moments of inertia.
In the plane, if each mass of a central conﬁguration is given initial velocity orthogonal
to its displacement from the center of mass and proportional to its mass, this will give
rise to a rotating homographic solution or, with the right amount of initial speed, a
neutrally stable relative equilibrium.
For the four-body problem in the plane, there are at least 22 (similarity classes
of) central conﬁgurations [14], of which only one is convex [1]: the conﬁguration in
which the four masses are placed at the vertices of a square. This conﬁguration has
lowest (rescaled) potential among four-body central conﬁgurations in the plane. A useful
theorem of Chenciner and Desolneux [5] conﬁrms that the relative equilibrium orbit
to which it gives rise has minimal action among planar trajectories of the four-body
problem.
This relative equilibrium orbit can be described explicitly as a function of time by
the equations
xk0(t) = Rei(2dt/T+k/2); x0 ∈ H 1(R,C4), k = 1, 2, 3, 4.
We choose the angular velocity to depend on d and T so that this orbit will lie in
Hd,T . (In fact it lies in HGd,T ∩HR2d,T , for any T , in the notation of our theorems.) The
constant R = R(d, T ) must be chosen so as to minimize the action of this path. To
do this, let T > 0 be ﬁxed; we now compute the action of x(t) over a fundamental
domain [0, T ].
Recall that U˜ (x(t)) = r(t)U(x(t)) denotes the rescaled potential. Clearly U˜ is scale-
invariant and depends only on the similarity class of the polygon with the four bodies
at the corners. For our relative equilibrium orbit the conﬁguration remains a square for
all time; hence U˜ is constant.
A(x0(t)) =
∫ T
0
4∑
i=1
1
2
ri(t)˙
i
(t)2 + 1
r(t)
U˜ dt
=
∫ T
0
2R2
(
2d
T
)2
+ 1
R
U˜ dt
= 8
2d2R2
T
+ T U˜
R
.
Then optimizing with respect to R we ﬁnd

R
A(x0(t)) = 16
2d2R
T
− T U˜
R2
= 0
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for
R =
(
T
4d
)2/3
U˜1/3.
Now for the square, the rescaled potential U˜ is given by
U˜ = R
∑
i<j
1
‖xi (t)− xj (t)‖
= R
(
1
R
√
2
+ 1
2R
+ 1
R
√
2
+ 1
R
√
2
+ 1
2R
+ 1
R
√
2
)
= 1+ 2√2.
Thus the relative equilibrium orbit whose conﬁguration is a square of diagonal length
2R has minimal action when
R =
(
T
4d
)2/3
(1+ 2√2)1/3. (2)
We have said that for a space of periodic paths in the plane, the four-body action
minimizer is precisely the relative equilibrium corresponding to the central conﬁguration
with lowest rescaled potential. However, we cannot expect the same of the four-body
problem in space: a non-planar central conﬁguration of N bodies (such as a regular
tetrahedron of four bodies) cannot give rise to a relative equilibrium [2]. Also, restricting
our attention to different spaces of paths—for example, a space of paths possessing
given symmetries—may lead to collision-free paths with lower action than this relative
equilibrium.
A result of Pacella quoted in [11] shows that planar central conﬁgurations of the
N4-body problem are not global minima of the rescaled potential: in fact, every
critical point of U˜ on the submanifold of planar conﬁgurations has a direction normal
to that submanifold along which U˜ decreases. This shows that the global minimum of
U˜ must occur at a non-planar central conﬁguration.
This is encouraging for our present work, since it shows that in view of the potential,
it is preferable for masses to arrange themselves in a non-coplanar fashion. We will
show that the planar relative equilibrium solution can be slightly modiﬁed so that the
masses leave the plane, and the additional kinetic energy required to do so is small
enough that the decrease in potential this affords leads to a net decrease in the action.
3. A subspace of symmetric paths
The action functional A does not attain its inﬁmum on the entire path space H 1(R,X )
—the path with minimal action in this path space is one in which all masses are at
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rest and inﬁnitely separated, making the Lagrangian identically zero. A subspace of the
path space must be chosen on which the action functional attains its inﬁmum.
To do this, we restrict to paths in H 1(R,X ) which possess certain symmetries. First,
we impose a rotational symmetry: we restrict to paths whose projection in the xy-plane
returns to its original conﬁguration modulo a rotation of 2d with period T . (Again,
this T will not necessarily be the period of the orbits themselves.) Refer to Deﬁnition 1
for this restriction.
The subspace Hd,T , however, is still too large to ensure the action functional achieves
its minimum. For example, a conﬁguration in which three bodies rotate at the corners
of an equilateral triangle in the plane and the fourth is inﬁnitely far away along the
z-axis is an element in this path space. So we need to further restrict our path space.
Deﬁnition 2. Let G ⊂ O(3,R) be the subgroup generated by the matrix
g =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1
 .
Deﬁne a left action of this group on Hd,T by
(g, x(t)) → (g · x1(t + T ), g · x2(t + T ), g · x3(t + T ), g · x4(t + T )).
Denote by HGd,T the subspace of paths invariant under this group action.
We need to ensure two things: that an action minimizer exists on HGd,T (that is, the
action functional attains its inﬁmum), and that a minimizer on the subspace HGd,T is
actually a global action minimizer.
The former is true since the action functional A|HGd,T is coercive: that is, no mass
may be ﬁxed at inﬁnity to decrease the action, since that mass would have to travel
to its reﬂection through the xy-plane at time T , incurring inﬁnite kinetic energy in the
process. (Contrast this with the counterexample for Hd,T .) The action functional is also
weakly lower semicontinuous, which along with coercivity ensures that A|HGd,T attains
its inﬁmum.
But is this so-called G-critical point an action-minimizer? This claim follows using
a result of Palais [13]:
Theorem 5 (Palais’ Principle of Symmetric Criticality). Suppose  is any orthogonal
group of linear transformations that leaves the action functional A|Hd,T invariant. Then
a critical point of A|Hd,T on H

d,T is actually a critical point of A|Hd,T , that is, an
action-minimizer in the large.
Clearly our group G is an orthogonal group of isometries of R3; hence it preserves
the action functional and Palais’ principle holds. The coercivity of the action functional
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restricted to HGd,T guarantees the existence of a G-critical point, and Palais’ principle
guarantees that this G-critical point is in fact an action-minimizer in the large. Our
main theorem will show that the critical point so obtained is an orbit which does not
remain planar.
4. Excluding collisions
Now that we have veriﬁed that the action functional is coercive and attains an
inﬁmum on our path space, we must also ensure that this action-minimizer is an orbit
without collisions, that is, we can exclude the collision subvariety from our conﬁguration
space, replacing X with
X ′ = X \ , where  =
⋃
i =j
{(x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ (R3)4 : xi = xj }.
A collision in an orbit is an instant at which two bodies share the same position
and, consequently, the potential energy U becomes inﬁnite. However, the action of a
path with collisions may still remain ﬁnite, so special care must be taken to ensure
that the action-minimizer is collision-free.
To do this we may employ a very useful theorem of Marchal [10], which states that
every ﬁxed-ends problem has an action minimizer with no intermediate collisions:
Theorem 6 (Marchal). Let H ⊂ H 1([a, b],X ) be a subspace of paths whose ends are
ﬁxed, i.e. for some ﬁxed 0, 1 ∈ X ,
H = {x ∈ H 1([a, b],X ) : x(a) = 0, x(b) = 1}.
Then A|H is minimized at a path with no collisions on the open interval (a, b).
Marchal’s theorem vastly simpliﬁes matters, since it reduces the problem of excluding
collisions on an entire fundamental domain to the problem of excluding collisions at
the endpoints of that fundamental domain.
Lemma 7. In the situation of the main theorem, an action-minimizing path in HGd,T is
collision-free.
Proof. For any t ∈ R, a fundamental domain for an orbit in HGd,T is [t, t+T ]. Marchal’s
theorem assures that there are no collisions on the interior (t, t + T ) of this interval.
Since t can be chosen arbitrarily, there are therefore no collisions at all. 
This straightforward argument, also employed by Ferrario and Terracini [8], cannot
be applied to the situation of Conjecture 1 since the symmetries involved impose the
condition of collinearity (in the R1 case) or coplanarity (in the R2 case) at time t = 0.
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Hence any ﬁxed-ends problem to which t = 0 is interior is not a free-boundary problem
and Marchal’s theorem cannot be applied in that case. We shall, however, use Marchal’s
theorem to exclude collisions on (0, T /2), since on that open interval there are no extra
conditions. See Section 6 for this argument.
5. Proof of the main theorem
Having established that a minimizer exists on our path space, and ensuring that the
minimizer is collision-free, we now prove the main result: that the minimizer is not
coplanar.
Let x(t) ∈ HGd,T be a one-parameter family of curves in the symmetric path space
deﬁned by
xk (t) =
(
R cos
(
2dt
T
+ k
2
)
, R sin
(
2dt
T
+ k
2
)
, (−1)k sin 2t
T
)
,
where R is deﬁned by Eq. (2). Note that x0(t) is the relative equilibrium solution in
which the four planets lie at the vertices of a square of diagonal length 2R, rotating
about its center of mass in the plane z = 0. This trajectory minimizes action among
planar periodic solutions to the four-body problem of equal masses.
We seek a power series expansion of the action functional A(x(t)) with respect to
. Since x0(t) is already an action-minimizing path, it is a critical point of A(x(t))
and hence
dA(x(t))
d
∣∣∣∣
=0
= 0.
Thus the question of whether or not solutions with positive  exist that minimize the
action will be decided by the sign of the second derivative. To compute this, we divide
the action functional into the contributions from kinetic energy and potential energy on
the fundamental domain [0, T ] as follows:
A(x(t)) =
∫ T
0
K(x˙(t)) dt +
∫ T
0
U(x(t)) dt.
Then we can compute the kinetic energy contribution exactly:
∫ T
0
K(x˙(t)) dt =
∫ T
0
1
2
4∑
i=0
‖x˙i(t)‖2 dt
=
∫ T
0
82
T 2
(
R2d2 + 2 cos2 2t
T
)
dt
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= 8
2R2d2
T
+ 4
2
T
2
= K0 + 4
2
T
2.
However, the potential energy contribution yields an integral which is only estimable:
∫ T
0
U(x(t)) dt =
∫ T
0
∑
i<j
‖xi(t)− xj (t)‖ dt
=
∫ T
0
 4√
2R2 + 42 sin2 2t
T
+ 2
2R
 dt
= T
R
+ 4
∫ T
0
dt√
2R2 + 42 sin2 2t
T
= T
R
+ 4T
∫ 1
0
d√
2R2 + 42 sin2 2
.
Note that the above is an even function of  which is smooth at  = 0; this implies
that all odd derivatives of
∫ T
0 U(x(t)) dt vanish at  = 0. Since
∫ T
0 K(x˙(t)) dt is also
a smooth even function of , we see in particular that the ﬁrst derivative of the action
functional at  = 0 vanishes, i.e. the planar relative equilibrium solution x0(t) is a
critical point of the action.
Clearly
∫ T
0
U(x0(t)) dt = U0 = T
R
(1+ 2√2),
since this is the potential energy contribution to the action of the planar relative equi-
librium solution.
To compute the second derivative of
∫ T
0 U(x(t)) dt , we may clearly differentiate
under the integral sign since the integrand is a uniformly bounded continuous function
of epsilon on a neighborhood of  = 0. In this way we obtain
d2
d2
∫ T
0
U(x(t)) dt =
∫ T
0
d2U(x(t))
d2
dt
= 4T
∫ 1
0
−4 sin2 2+ 482 sin4 2(2R2 + 42 sin2 2)−1
(2R2 + 42 sin2 2)3/2 d.
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Evaluating at  = 0 gives
d2
d2
∫ T
0
U(x(t)) dt
∣∣∣∣
=0
= 4T
∫ 1
0
−4
(2R2)3/2
sin2 2 d
= −16T
2
√
2R3
(
1
2
)
= −2T
√
2
R3
.
Adding together the contributions from potential and kinetic energy we have the fol-
lowing series expansion for the action functional:
A(x(t)) = (K0 + U0)+
(
42
T
− T
√
2
R3
)
2 +O(4).
From (2) we obtain
A(x(t)) = (K0 + U0)+
(
42
T
− T
√
2(162d2)
T 2(1+ 2√2)
)
2 +O(4)
= (K0 + U0)+
(
82[1+ (2− 4d2)√2]
T (1+ 2√2)
)
2 +O(4).
Now assuming d2 > 4+
√
2
8 we have that the coefﬁcient of the second derivative is
82
T
1+ (2− 4d2)√2
1+ 2√2 <
82
T
1+ [2− (4+√2)/2]√2
1+ 2√2 = 0.
This shows, in particular, that for 4+
√
2
8 < d
21 the planar relative equilibrium solution
x0(t) is not an action-minimizer among paths in HGd,T ; rather, a non-coplanar trajec-
tory exists which has action less than that of the planar solution. This concludes the
proof. 
Remark. The case d = 1 is that discovered by Chenciner and Venturelli [7]. This
does not serve as a strict upper bound on the possibilities for d—indeed, thanks to
the continuity of the action functional, having negative Hessian is an open condition
so that there exists a 	 > 0 sufﬁciently small such that our result extends to those d
satisfying 4+
√
2
8 < d
2 < 1 + 	. (Note that d is only well-deﬁned mod 1, so by d > 1
here we mean a class of paths which is periodic with more than one revolution. This
can be made more precise by restricting the homotopy class of the paths, for example.)
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Topologically, however, we expect 	 to be very small indeed, since making more than
one complete revolution in time T will quickly become less favorable than making one
less revolution among paths possessing the same symmetry.
Continuity of the action as a function of the masses (the Lagrangian is just a poly-
nomial in the masses) also implies that the negative Hessian condition is open with
respect to the masses. Thus there is an open set of masses containing equal masses
such that minimizers are non-coplanar as well. Making the computation speciﬁc in the
case of unequal masses is more difﬁcult: ﬁrstly, the planar relative equilibrium is no
longer a square, but rather a quadrilateral which is close to a square. Secondly, the
vertical component of the one-parameter family of curves used to compute the Hessian
above will have to be modiﬁed. Speciﬁcally, if ak , 1k4, is the potential-minimizing
planar central conﬁguration for these four masses, then
xk (t) = ake
2 dt
T
+ k2 +  (−1)
k
mk
sin
2t
T
,
where mk is the mass of the kth particle, is the family of curves whose Hessian is
negative for some open set of d < 1. This proves the main theorems.
6. R1 and R2 symmetries
Chen [3] and Chen et al. [4] employed R1 symmetry to construct N -body orbits
of various homotopy types in the plane. Their results, combined with our proof of
the existence of non-coplanar action-minimizers for our G-symmetry, suggest that non-
coplanar action-minimizers should exist with R1 symmetry.
Orbits in R3 with R1 symmetry (that is, paths in HR1d,T ) are characterized by the
rotational motion common to all of Hd,T along with the additional constraint that,
modulo this rotation, the paths are symmetric with respect to the x-axis. In particular,
at time t = 0 all masses are positioned on the x-axis in a collinear conﬁguration,
to which the masses must return modulo rotation at time t = T . However, the R1
reﬂection symmetry also demands that the bodies be collinear (though possibly with a
different conﬁguration) at time t = T/2. Different reorderings of the masses at t = T/2
yield different minimization problems and orbits with different braid types, and [3,4]
made use of this fact to construct many classes of R1-symmetric planar solutions.
The collinearity constraint at t = T/2 allows us to reduce the fundamental domain
to [0, T /2] for the R1 minimizing problem.
Similarly, the R2 reﬂection symmetry is characterized by the property that, modulo
rotation, paths are symmetric through the xy-plane. In particular, all masses are coplanar
in the xy-plane itself at time t = 0, and all masses return to coplanar at t = T/2,
though possibly with a different conﬁguration. As in the R1 case, a fundamental domain
for paths in HR2d,T is [0, T /2]. Clearly the groups R1 and R2 are groups of isometries;
hence they act on (R3)4 preserving the action functional. Palais’ principle (Theorem 5)
is therefore satisﬁed, and if a critical point of the action functional exists on HRid,T , it
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is a critical point on Hd,T and hence an action-minimizer. But are we guaranteed that
such a critical point exists?
The action functional A|
H
R1
d,T
is coercive: if one body is moved out to inﬁnity its
kinetic energy will diverge due to the rotational constraint of Hd,T , unless d = 0. But
in the d = 0 case there is no arrangement of the four bodies on the x-axis such that
they remain at rest for all time: indeed, four points cannot be situated on a line such
that all mutual distances are inﬁnite. In the R2 case, A|
H
R2
d,T
will be coercive as long as
d = 0, for if d = 0 there is no requirement that the bodies rotate around their center of
mass, and they can all be placed at rest and inﬁnitely separated on the xy-plane giving
a path in HR20,T whose action vanishes. Thus critical points exist and are achieved at
positive action, and by Palais’ principle are critical points on Hd,T .
It remains to show that these minimizers are collision-free. By Marchal’s theorem
(Theorem 6) there are no collisions on the open interval (0, T /2). However, we cannot
repeat the argument of Lemma 7: Marchal’s theorem does not exclude an intermediate
collision on the interval [−T/4, T /4], since there is a constraint of collinearity or
coplanarity at t = 0.
Instead, we must exclude collisions at t = 0 and T/2 another way. To do this we
utilize the argument in [4, Theorem 1.1].
Theorem 8. For any set of positive masses, action-minimizing paths in HR1d,T and HR2d,T
are collision-free.
Proof. Suppose x(t) solves (1) and is an action-minimizer in HR1d,T . Further, suppose x
has a collision at t = 0. We’ll show that there is a path in HR1d,T which is collision-free
and has smaller action than x, contradicting the fact that x is an action-minimizer.
Suppose there is a binary collision at t = 0, and without loss of generality suppose
m1 and m2 are the colliding bodies.
The estimates of [4] for the R1 case in the plane directly carry over to the R1 case
in space, as follows. The colliding bodies must reach the x-axis at time t = 0. If the
collision direction is parallel to the x-axis, then the path in which the masses remain
at rest for small t has lower action. If the collision direction is perpendicular to the
x-axis, a small perturbation to a collision-free straight-line path with constant speed
has lower action. In any other situation, the shortest collision-free path which brings
the masses to the x-axis at time t = 0 will reduce the action. Thus an action-minimizer
in HR1d,T cannot have a binary collision at time t = 0.
To exclude k-tuple collisions, [4] showed that, since a conﬁguration with k colliding
bodies at t = 0 approaches a k-body central conﬁguration as t → 0+, collisions can
be excluded by the same argument as above if that conﬁguration is collinear. If the
conﬁguration is not collinear, then at most k−1 bodies can be involved in the collision,
and by downward induction there can be no collisions at all at time t = 0. The argument
for t = T/2 is identical.
For R2 symmetry most of the same arguments apply. All the masses must come to
the xy-plane at time t = 0. Binary collisions are excluded in an identical way to the
R1 case.
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To exclude triple and quadruple collisions, note that as collision approaches the
conﬁguration of the colliding bodies is asymptotically a central conﬁguration. Excluding
triple collisions is simple: every three-body central conﬁguration is planar, and the
argument for excluding planar collisions is the same as in the binary case.
To exclude a total collision at time t = 0, suppose the asymptotic central conﬁgu-
ration the four bodies approach is not planar. (If it is, the previous argument excludes
collisions.) The only nonplanar central conﬁguration of four bodies is a tetrahedron. Let
a = (a1, . . . , a4) ∈ X be a vector such that the positions x1, . . . , x4 of the minimizing
path in HR2d,T satisfy
xi (t) = ait2/3 + o(t2/3) and x˙i (t) = 23 ait−1/3 + o(t−1/3).
That is, the ai form a tetrahedron in R3. Let ai = (
i ,i , i ) for i = 1, . . . , 4. Then
for  > 0 taken very small, replace the path x(t) for t ∈ (0, ) with the path
xi (t) = 23 (
i−1/3,i−1/3, i t−1/3), i = 1, . . . , 4.
This path still brings the bodies to the xy-plane at time t = 0, but with a savings of
both kinetic and potential energy. This reduces the action, and moreover, since the ai
form a tetrahedron, they cannot all project to the same point on the xy-plane, meaning
this new path does not have a quadruple collision at time t = 0.
Thus the action-minimizer in HR2d,T does not have collisions of any kind at time
t = 0. 
Remark. This result generalizes from the four-body case to the n-body case by the
same argument: k-fold collisions are excluded by using that they are asymptotically
central conﬁgurations of k particles, and “freezing” at a central conﬁguration at t close
to the collision and bringing the bodies to the line or plane of symmetry serves to
reduce the action at a lesser-body collision, in the same way as above. The detailed
argument can be found in [4].
We are therefore assured of a collision-free action-minimizer in each of the path
spaces HR1d,T and H
R2
d,T . Whether or not that action-minimizer is planar or not remains
to be seen. We expect that for some values of d the minimizer will not be planar.
Works such as [4] suggest a richness of topologically interesting solutions to the R1
symmetry case in the plane when d1/2. Indeed, they found that the Euler–Moulton
solution (a collinear homographic solution) is not an action-minimizer when d is taken
to be close enough to 1/2, allowing new classes of orbits of various nontrivial braid
types, even in the plane. We expect this to be the case for spatial orbits as well in the
R1 case.
For the R2 case, we again recall Pacella’s result quoted in [11] that planar central
conﬁgurations for the N4-body problem are unstable in the direction normal to
the submanifold of planar conﬁgurations. This suggests that leaving the plane incurs
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a decrease in potential energy that, if balanced with not too large an increase in
kinetic energy, will give a nonplanar solution with lower energy than the planar action-
minimizer for R2 symmetry. However, while we expect this conjecture to be true, no
such minimizing noncoplanar path has yet been shown to exist in HR2d,T .
7. Combining d-rotational symmetry with other symmetries
The variational approach to proving existence of action-minimizing solutions with
symmetry constraints has been used to establish many topologically interesting classes
of solutions in recent years. Many such works have achieved minimization over the
class HT = H0,T of periodic solutions with period T , in addition to other symmetries.
For example, the inspiration for the present work is [7] on the four-body problem of
equal mass. Chenciner and Venturelli minimized over the subspace of HT consisting of
antisymmetric paths: x(t + T/2) = −x(t) to show that a non-coplanar solution exists.
Our main theorem generalizes this result to the d-rotational class for an open set of d
and an open set of masses containing equal mass.
However, many other interesting recent results have minimized over HT , and moti-
vated by the success of the above generalization, we shall argue that the subspace HT
can be replaced with the larger Hd,T in these works, and in this way a generalization
of their solutions can be achieved. This will establish that, in fact, inﬁnitely many pe-
riodic and quasi-periodic solutions of their topological type exist. There are two prime
examples of cases in which such a generalization can be made: orbits constructed using
topologically constrained symmetries, and choreographic orbits.
In the case of topologically constrained orbits, the work of Gordon [9] and the
later generalization by Montgomery [12] are good candidates for this sort of extension.
The topological constraint used by Gordon and later investigated and generalized by
Montgomery, was the notion of “tied” homotopy classes in Xˆ = X \{collisions}. A tied
homotopy class is one in which any representative path cannot be “moved to inﬁnity”
without either crossing the collision submanifold or having its arclength increase to
inﬁnity. For example, the three-body problem has a reduced conﬁguration space S2
(with each point representing the similarity class of an oriented triangle formed by the
three bodies), and the collision locus is three points on that sphere corresponding to each
possible binary collision. In this case, a homotopy class of paths on S2 \ {three points}
is tied if and only if it winds around two of the removed points. This generalizes into
cases of higher numbers of bodies, where the collision loci become codimension two
submanifolds of the conﬁguration space.
Gordon’s result shows that every tied homotopy class of paths has a collision-free
action-minimizing solution curve of that homotopy type, provided the potential energy
function satisﬁes the strong-force hypothesis
Uc/r2ij for ri, rj sufﬁciently close
for some positive constant c. Under a strong-force hypothesis, no special care needs
to be taken to avoid collisions, as every path with collision has inﬁnite action. (Gravi-
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tational potential energy, of course, does not satisfy this condition.) Montgomery then
showed that untied classes do not admit action-minimizing periodic solutions, and pro-
vided explicit homological conditions on how to identify tied classes by their images
under the Hurewicz map 1(Xˆ ) −→ H1(Xˆ ). In this way, Gordon and Montgomery
successfully constructed new periodic minimizing solutions using a topological sym-
metry.
The assumption of periodicity (that is, minimization over HT ) can be general-
ized to an assumption of d-rotational symmetry (minimization over Hd,T ): any min-
imization over a topologically constrained subspace of periodic paths can be done
just as well over d-rotational paths with the same topological constraint. Note that
these paths, unlike those constructed by Montgomery, will have nonzero angular
velocity.
Proposition 9. For the n-body problem with a potential satisfying the strong-force
condition, if a homotopy class in 1(Xˆ ) admits a periodic action-minimizer, then it
also admits a d-rotational action-minimizer for any d. (That is, a minimizer exists in
Hd,T which has the given homotopy type.)
Proof. The representative-wise action of the group SO(n,R) on 1(Xˆ ) is trivial: ho-
motopy classes are rotation-invariant. Also, SO(n,R) is an orthogonal group of isome-
tries, so it preserves the Lagrangian action functional. Any minimizing periodic orbit
in HT = H0,T can therefore be made into a uniformly rotating minimizing periodic
orbit in Hd,T for whatever d we choose. Thus there are inﬁnitely many periodic and
quasi-periodic paths in Hd,T which possess the given homotopy type in a reduced
sense. 
So we see that periodic paths which are constructed by minimizing over a subspace
of paths with homotopic constraints can be generalized to d-rotational paths with those
same constraints.
Another constraint under which periodic solutions have been constructed has been
choreography. A simple choreographic solution is one in which all bodies travel along
a single ﬁxed curve in the conﬁguration space. In the three-body case, the ﬁgure-eight
orbit of Chenciner and Montgomery [6] was constructed using this requirement: they
imposed symmetries on the orbit of one of the bodies and then showed that when the
other two follow the same path as the ﬁrst, the action is minimal. (This relied heavily
on the assumption that all three bodies had equal mass.) They successfully constructed
this orbit using variational methods similar to those of the present work.
Chenciner and Montgomery sought speciﬁcally a T -periodic ﬁgure-eight solution
(that is, a curve in HT ). But there is also a d-rotational ﬁgure-eight solution, as the
following shows.
Proposition 10. If a path in HT is an action-minimizing simple choreographic so-
lution, then there is an open set of d > 0 such that there is a periodic or quasi-
periodic d-rotational minimizing solution having the same choreography in a reduced
sense.
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Proof. The Lagrangian action functional depends continuously on the parameter d,
making the condition of being a minimizing solution open with respect to d. Thus
for xr ∈ Hd,T sufﬁciently H 1-close to the choreographic minimizer x ∈ HT , the
d-rotational curve xr is a minimizer among paths in Hd,T with the choreography
prescribed by x. 
This proposition only ensures that some rotation is possible for choreographic orbits;
but one suspects that given the delicate nature of the choreographic constraint, the
open set of d will be quite small. It would be interesting, in a ﬁrst example, to ﬁnd an
upper bound on d for the Chenciner–Montgomery ﬁgure-eight solution: how far can
we require it to rotate while still maintaining the choreography of the ﬁgure-eight in a
reduced sense?
The above gives an idea of how d-rotational symmetry can be used as a generaliza-
tion of the requirement of periodicity in constructing both periodic and quasi-periodic
solutions of the n-body problem using variational methods.
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